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Apex manual detergent sicherheitsdatenblatt

Details of Article 1. Follow the application instructions on the product label and cleaning plan.2. Fill the sink with water. By pressing the PUSH button, the system immediately allows a coordinated dose3. Remove coarse dirt. Depending on the degree of contamination, face 5-10 minutes. Clean all surfaces and let excess water flow back into the basin. 4.
Rinse with clean hot water.5. Allow to dry with opening in the air. Do not wipe dry. Resume the cleaner solution every 2 hours. DOSIERGERÄTES6 REUMPLEMENT. Check the level regularly and refill it if necessary. Up to 1.5 blocks fit into the dosing device.7. Remove the plastic sheet from the block.8. Insert the block into the dosing device.9. Discard the
plastic film through recyclable binDOSIERUNG0.2 – 0.4 g/l, depending on the hardness of the water and the degree of contamination. Art.Nr. 14526 EAN: 4028159079339 Producer part number: 9079330 Repackaging 2 Pallet content 432 PH Concentrated value 7-8 Solid status Length 15.00 cm Width 11.00 cm Height 11.00 cm Weight 1.40 kg Use the
detergent carefully. Always read the label and product information before use. For more information, please refer to the product description and safety data sheet. The Ecolab Apex Dishwasher Manual Detergent 1.36 kgin Blockform, suitable only for the Ecolab Apex Manual Detergent dosing system is a highly concentrated manual rinse for manual washing of
dishes. High-quality ingredients provide a quick solution of grease and dirt and ensure a material-friendly cleaning of dishes, utensils, pots or pans. The block is easy to handle and refill. Color and shape coding does not allow products to be mixed. In addition, the block should be stored in a way that saves space, as it is not as bulky as a canister. For more
information on application and dosing, please refer to the attached product data sheet. If not -available immediately- delivery time is 7-10 daysEvaluation: Order No.: Order Number:819079330 Weight:1.40kg3P06R-01EAN:4028159079339To pick-up:2 piecesIn the manufacturer's packing unit are 2 pieces. To receive this quantity, you must also order 2
pieces. 76, 23 € per piece plus VAT ready for delivery: 1 *
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